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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we propose novel finite element A - ¢ approaches to realize the ap- 
proximation of a three-dimensional eddy current problem in a bounded omain containing a simply- 
connected conductor region where the eddy current is formed. These algorithms are based on solving 
a vector potential in the whole domain by using the edge finite-element method and a local scalar 
potential only in the conductor egion by using the nodal finite-element method. Further, error 
estimates for coupled and decoupled A - ¢ schemes are given. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The eddy current model emerges from Maxwell's equations by formally dropping the displacement 
currents (magnetoquasistatic approximation) 
cur lH  = aE  + Js, (1.1) 
cur iE= 0(#H) (1.2) 
cOt ' 
div(#H) = 0, (1.3) 
where E and H are the electric and the magnetic field, respectively, and Js denotes the source 
current density. Here the parameter a is the conductivity of the medium and # is the permeability 
of the material. This amounts to neglecting capacitive ffects (space charges) and provides a 
reasonable approximation i the low frequency range and in the presence of high conductivity 
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(refer to [1-8]), for instance in electrical engines and transformers. Various formulations of the 
eddy current problem have been suggested [1,6,7], which differ in their choice of the primary 
unknowns. These give rise to a distinction between approaches based on the magnetic field 
("H-based") and the electric field ("E-based") and certain potentials. 
A - ¢ approaches based on solving a certain vector and a scalar potential are most frequently 
used by engineering technicians. Although the introduction of a vector and a scalar potential 
increases the number of scalar unknowns and equations, this apparent complication is justified 
by a better way of providing proper boundary conditions and dealing possible discontinuities in
the process of numerical approximations. In this paper, we propose novel finite element A - ¢ 
approaches to realize the approximation of a three-dimensional eddy current problem in both 
a simply-connected conductor (a > 0) and its exterior nonconducting (o = 0) region. These 
algorithms are based on solving a vector potential in the entire domain by using edge finite- 
element methods and solving a local scalar potential only in the conductor egion by using nodal 
finite-element methods. 
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we formulate a basic eddy current model. In 
Section 3, we first present a weak formulation of the eddy current problem in a bounded omain. 
Then we give a fully discrete coupled A - ¢ scheme and a fully discrete decoupled A - ¢ scheme. 
Further, error estimates both for the discrete coupled and decoupled scheme are given. 
2. BAS IC  MODEL PROBLEM 
Let the conductor egion f~c be a bounded simply-connected domain in 1~3 with piecewise 
smooth Lipschitz boundary Ft. We denote the connected components of F~ by F~ with i = 
1,2, . . . ,  Nro. We also introduce a Lipschitz boundary F which can be written as a union of a 
finite number of plane faces F~, i -- 1 , . . . ,Nr ,  i.e., F = Uif'i, such that its interior region ft 
contains ~.  We then denote by 12~ the domain bounded by F~ and F so that f~ = ~¢ U ~¢ (see 
Figure 1). Now, for any function defined in ~c (or ~e), we write u_ (or u+) for its limits on Fc 
from ~c (or ~e). In addition, we make the following general assumptions. 
(i) The material properties are supposed to be linear and time-independent. Inside ftc, the 
conductivity or(x) C L~(ftc) is uniformly positive, i.e., 0 < al _< a(x) < a2 almost 
everywhere in ~tc, whereas a vanishes outside f~c. The permeability #(x) C L~(]R 3) is 
0 < #1 _< #(x) _< #2 in ~. Here al, a2, #1, and #2 are positive constants. 
Figure 1. 
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(ii) In ft,, there exists a compact support of source current Js • L°°(fle)3. 
Then the mathematical model describing an eddy current problem is given by (1.1)-(1.3) with 
the initial condition div(#H0) = 0, where Ho(x) = H(x,  0). In addition, the whole problem is 
closed by the interface conditions 
[H] x n = 0, on re x (0 ,T) ,  (2.1) 
[E l x n = 0, on F~ x (0, T), (2.2) 
where n is the outward normal vector on F~ and [ • ] stands for the jump of a given quantity on 
the interface. Now, we introduce a potential vector A to (1.3) by the definition that 
#H = curl A. (2.3) 
Then, we have 
OA 
E - Ot re ,  (2.4) 
where ¢ is an arbitrary scalar function. Further, the A - ¢ approaches of problem (1.1)-(1.3) in 
a bounded domain ~ = ~c u f~e are formulated by imposing the Coulomb gauge div A = 0 in 
fie × (0, T) and the tangential boundary condition A x n = 0 on F x (0, T) and thus we have the 
following A - ¢ formulation in fl: 
Axn=O,  
cur l ( l cur lA )  = Js ,  d ivA=0,  
A+ ×n=A-  ×n,  ¢=0,  
1 
1 curl A -  x n curl A + x n, 
# # 
a--~- + aVe  + curl curl A = 0, 
L °A ) d iv \  Ot +eVe =0,  
where n is the outward normal vector on the boundary of me. 
onrx  (0, T), 
in gt~ x (0, T), 
on F¢ x (0,T), 
on Fcx  (0,T), 
in f~  x (0, T) ,  
in ~c x (0, T), 
(2.5) 
3. A -  ¢ APPROACHES IN  THE BOUNDED DOMAIN 
3.1. Var iat ional  Formulat ion  
For the convenience of our discussion, we first introduce some notations that will be used 
throughout this paper. Let LP(O, T; X )  denote the set of all strongly measurable functions u(t, .) 
from [0, T] into the Hilbert space X such that 
~ T Iiu(t)l]~ dt < cx~, for l<p< c~. 
We say u E H~(0, T; X) if and only if u, ~-~,..., -b-P- are in L2(0, T; X) where s is a positive integer 
number. We also denote C(0, T; X) the space of continuously differentiable functions from [0, T] 
into X. Now, let D stand for ~, ~c, or fi~. Then, we define the spaces H(curl; D) = {v E L2(D)3; 
curlv E L2(D) 3} and Ha(curl ;D) = {v • H~(D)3; curly • H~(D) 3} for some a > 0. Further, 
let Hl(f~c) = {¢ • Hi(fie); ¢ = 0 on Fc} and Ho(curl; D) = {v • g(cur l ;D);  v x n = 0 on F}. 
Additionally, II ' l]~;D (s _> 0) defines the H~(D)3-norm (respectively, H~(D)-norm if only scalar 
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functions are involved), [l" II . . . . .  l;o (a _> 0) defines the Ha(curl; D)-norm and (-, ")D stands for 
either the inner product in L2(D) 3 (respectively, L2(D)) or the duality pairing. 
To establish the weak solutions of problem (2.5), we first multiply both sides of the second 
equation in (2.5) by any test function .~ E H0(curl; fl~) and integrate over f~. Then applying 
Green's formula yields 
( l cur lA ,  cur l .~  + f ronx  ( l cur lA+)Ads= (Js, A)f~o. (3.1) 
Similarly, multiplying the fifth and sixth equation in (2.5) by any A E H(curl; f/c) and ¢ E 
H l(f~c), respectively, and integrating over f~, we obtain 
n - f r  nx  ( l cur lA_ ) .~ .ds=0,  (3.2) 
_ -0  
Therefore, adding (3.1) and (3.2) and then considering the interface condition, we have the fol- 
lowing variational formulation for (2.5): find A e H 1 (0, T; Ho(curl; f~)) and ~b E L2(0, T; Ho 1 (f~)) 
such that 
Or' )~c + (aV¢,fit)~= + curlA, curl/~. , = ( J" /~') ,e '
o0A 
" -~ '  f~c 
div A = 0, 
A -  xn=A + xn ,  
in ~ x (O,T), 
on F~ x (0, T), 
(3.4) 
for any ]t E H0(curl; f~) with A_ x n = it+ x n on Fc and ¢ E Hl( f~).  
Next, we investigate the existence of the solutions for problem (3.4). Set 
H(div0; f~e) -- {u e L2(f~e)3; div u = 0 in fl~}, 
:De = {u E L2(f~e)3; cur lu= 0 in f~; d ivu=0 in fl~; ux n=0onrurc} ,  
and then define the functional space/) by H0(curl; ~)  N H(div 0; ~e) -- 12 $ De, i.e., 12 is a quota 
space of H0(curl; 12e) N H(div0; f~e) up to a set of the gradient of scalar functions. 
LEMMA 3.1. :D~ is a one-dimensional function space. 
PROOF. We first note that/)~ is linear and not empty since zero belongs to it. Moreover, let ¢ 
be the solution of 
A¢ = 0, in f~e, 
= 0, on re, (3.5) 
¢=1,  onF,  
and denote u -- x7¢. Then we see that nonnil u also exists in :D e. 
Next, for any v = (vx, vu, vz) E :De, we construct a manifold function ~b = f vx dx+v u dy+vz dz. 
Clearly, V¢ = v and /~¢ = 0 in f2e and it is easy to show that ¢ are two constants, denoted Cl 
and c2, on Fc and F, respectively. If Cl = c2, then v = 0 = 0.  u; otherwise, taking the 
transformation ~ = (~b - cl)/(c2 - cl) and considering the uniqueness of the solution of Laplace 
problem, we can verify that ~ = ¢. Then, there is a multiplying constant between v and u, 
which concludes Lemma 3.1. I 
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Let Y = H(curl; ~)  x )2 and consider first the following stationary variational problem: for 
given f E L2(f~,) 3 and g E L2(~¢) 3, find (Q,A) E Y such that for any ((~,.~) E Y with 
Q x n= 2~ x n onFc, 
(aQ, Q)~o + (/3curlQ, curlQ)no + (/3curlA, curl_~)n * = (f,'~')n. + (g, Q)n,, (3.6) 
Q x n = A x n, on F~ x (0, T), 
where a and 13 are the given positive functions in f}~ and ~, respectively. 
THEOREM 3.2. The solution of the variational problem (3.6) exists and is unique. 
PROOF. We note that the bilinear form (/3curl A, curl A)n, is not coercive on H(curl; f}e). Set 
a(Q, A; Q, A) = (c~Q, (~)flc + (/3 curl Q, curl Q)nc + (/3 curl A, curl A)n, and define the seminorm 
= Q 2 curlAll02;n~)l/2, first show that ](Q,A)I. = 0 on Y by I(Q,A)I . (]I H0,curl;Ytc -~- [[ Then, we 
implies that Q =- 0 and A =- 0. 
Let (Q, A) E Y with Q x n = A x n on F~ and [(Q, A)[. = 0, then Q --= 0 and A is a solution 
of 
div A = 0, in fie, 
curiA = 0, in fie, (3.7) 
Axn=0,  on FUFc. 
Hence a function A satisfying (3.7) is in :De since A is also in 12, and thus we may conclude 
that A = 0. This proves the uniqueness of the solution to (3.6). Furthermore, for any sequence 
(Qn, A~) E Y with n E N such that I(Q~, A~)[. is bounded, it is also easy to show that we can 
extract a subsequence which converges to an element (Q, A) E Y. Then, for (Q, A) E Y with 
Q x n = A x n on F¢, there is a constant C > 0 such that 
H(Q,A)II Y 2 2 1/2 = (HQHo,~url;n~ + [IAl[o,curl;no) _< el(Q,  A)[., 
and thus the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the variational formulation (3.6) in Y 
follows from the Lax-Milgram lemma. | 
The result of Theorem 3.2 can be extended to the following nonstationary variational problem 
by applying the standard analytic method based on the extended Lax-Milgram lemma (Lion's 
projection lemma [9]): find (Q, A) E HI(0, T; Y) such that for any (6,  A) E Y with (~xn = .~xn 
O13. Fc  
(a -~- ,  Q)  + (1  curl Q, cur l{~ + (1  curl A, curl.~] = (Js,.~)n , 
Q x n = A x n, on vF~ x (0, T). 
(3.8) 
REMARK 3.1. By the definition of 17 and Lemma 3.1, it is shown that A in f~e is unique only 
in the quotient space H0(curl; f}e)/:D~. Then, in order to guarantee the uniqueness of A in f}~, a 
possible remedy is to impose the constraints, which represent gauge conditions, in the following 
weak forms [2]: 
r A .  rids = O, for i = 1, . . . ,Nro,  (3.9) 
fr A .nds=0,  fo r i= l , . . . ,Nro .  (3.10) 
i 
For a solution (Q,A) of (3.8) and any given ¢ E L2(O,T;HI(f~c)), let ¢(t) = foCds and 
A = Q - V¢ in ~c. Then, it is easy to verify that (A, ¢) satisfies (3.4), which implies the 
existence of the solution for problem (3.4). 
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3.2. Ful ly  D isc re te  Coup led  A -  ¢ Scheme 
We consider discrete formulation of problem (3.4) by the implicit backward difference scheme 
in time together with N6d61ec's finite elements to A [10] and standard finite elements to ¢ in 
space based on a matching finite-element grid on the interface Ft. Hence the restrictions from two 
finite-element triangulations in f~c and f~ match with each other on the boundary F~ and thus 
both triangulations from f~ and f~ are combined into a standard triangulation of ~2 = fle U fS~. 
Let  ~r-h be a shape regular triangulation of f} with a mesh size h made of tetrahedra nd with 
matching grids on Ft. Set 7 -h be the corresponding triangulations in f~c- We introduce the 
N6d61ec H(curl, f~)-conforming edge-element space defined by 
Vh ---- (Vh • H(curl; fl); Vh = ag  + bK x x on K, VK  • Th},  
where ag  and bE are two constant vectors. Let Vh(f}c) and Vh(fle) be two parts of Vh in f~¢ 
and f~e, respectively. It is known that any function Vh • Vh is uniquely determined by the degrees 
of freedom in the set ME(V) of the moments on each element K • 7 -h, which is given by 
ME(V)={fev .~ds ;  e is an edge of K} ,  
where ~ is the unit vector along the edge. For any v • HS(f~) 3 with cur lv  e LP(f~) 3, where 
s :> 1/2 and p > 2, we can define an interpolation 7rhV E Vh and 7rhv has the same degrees of 
freedom (defined by ME(v)) as v on each K in 7 -h. We also define 
Y ° = {vh  • Yh; vh  × n = 0 on  r} ,  
YF0(~'~e) ---~ {V h • Vh(~'~e) ; V h × n = 0 on F},  
where 7)1 is the space of linear polynomials. Further, let IIh be the standard interpolating 
operator. Then, for u C Ha(cur l ;D)  and ~b • HI+~(D) (~ > 1/2), we have the following 
interpolation error estimates (see [11,12]): 
II u - 7rhUllo;D + II curl(u -- 7rhU)[[0;m < Ch~ilull . . . .  rl;D, (3.11) 
I1¢ - HhCHO;D + hll¢ -- Hh~ll lD < ChX+~ll~llx+~;o. (3.12) 
Now, we divide the time interval (0, T) into M equally-spaced subintervals by using nodal points 
0 = to < tl < ""  < tM = T with t~ = nr, and denote the n th subinterval by I n = (t~_l,t~]. 
Further, for u • C(O,T;L2(D) 3) and ¢ • C(O,T;L2(D)), we also denote u n = u(x, tn) and 
ap ~ = ¢(x,  tn) for 0 < n < M. 
For the Hilbert space X, let £P(X) be a discrete space {(u° ,u l , . . .  ,u n) : u k • X, 0 <_ k <_ n, 
0 < n < M - 1, I < p < co} equipped with the norm 
( ) I /P  
II Ile~cx) = 
\ k=0 
Later, we will need the following estimates (see [12]) for X = Ha(curl; D) (or Ha(D)) with 
~>0:  
_< - ]lut(t)ll2dt, V E HI(O,T;X), (3.13) 
TJt,L 
un+l  __2U n +un_  1 2 1 f t~+,  
< - ] Ilutt(t)ii2xdt, Vu • H2(O,T;X). (3.14) 
T2 X -- T j tn_  1 
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We now define the elliptic projection operator Ph: H0(curl; D) --* V °. Then, for any Q E 
H0(curl; D) satisfying (3.9) and (3.10), we have 
(a Ph Q -- aQ, C~h ) ~c + ( l curl( Ph Q - Q), curl C~h ) =0,  VQh E V °. (3.15) 
For any Ch C Wh°(~c), Ch may be defined in fl~ by zero extension and letting (~h = V~bh E V ° 
for this extended function Ch, then we have 
(aPhQ - aQ, VCh)ac = 0. (3.16) 
Noting the definition of the projection Ph and (3.11), we see that for any Q E Ha(curl; fl) M 
H0(curl;~) (a > 1/2) satisfying (3.9) and (3.10), 
[[Q - PhQ[[0,cur l ; f~ -f- [[ curl(Q - PhQ) i [0 , f~  
CQ info,~ev; (l lq - Qhllo,cur,;~ + II curl(Q - Qh)llo,~) 
(3.17) 
_< C ( I IQ - ~hqllo,=ur~;no + II cur l (q  - ~rhQ) l lo ,~)  
_< Ch'~llQll,~,=u~;~. 
Using the above notation, a fully discrete coupled A - ¢ approximation of system (3.4) is 
formulated as follows: let 
¢o =I Ih¢° and A ° = lrhA °, (3.18) 
where ¢0 and A ° are the given initial values. Then find ~hrAn+l'wh'~n+l~J E V ° x W°(f~e) for 
n = 0 ,1 , . . . ,M-  1 such that 
( A~+I - A~ ) o r  -- ,ilk h -~- (aVer+l,  fikh)~ 
+ = (J~ ,Ah)no, (3.19) 
An+l  n 
a h r Ah 'vSh} +(aV¢~+l 'vCh)~=0'  
\ 
(3.20) 
for ~l (g~, ¢~) e yo × WO(~). 
From the result in Section 3.1, it follows that the discrete formulation of (3.8) has a unique 
solution ~'~hrn~+l, A~+l~h j E Vh(~)  x V19(fle). We may construct a proper Ch E W°(~c). Then, 
there exists a Ph C Vh(~e) with Ph x n = 0 on Fc such that Ph ---- VCh (see Lemma 3.4 in [13]). 
Q~+I = Ah and Vh Let Ah = h -- Ph satisfying Ah x n = A~ +1 x n on F~. Set A~ +1 An+l -- Ch 
in ~ so that we may conclude the existence of the solution (A~+I, cn+l~h j of (3.18)-(3.20) but 
the nonuniqueness. 
Next, we discuss the error estimation of the above-coupled scheme. Further, an improved 
decoupled scheme with a unique solution will be investigated in Section 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (A n+l, ¢n+1) and (A~+1,¢~ +1) be the solutions of problem (3.4) and the 
coupled A - ¢ approximation (3.18)-(3.20) at time t = t~+l, respectively. Suppose that A E 
gl(O,T;H~(curl ;~) ~ H0(curl;a)) and ¢ e H~(O,T;HI+~(f~) M H~(~2c)) for some a > 1/2. 
Then, we have 
(A~+?A~ +V¢~+1) - (~- ( tn+l )+VCn+~)  :~(L2(~¢)) (3.21) 
+ max Ileurl(A~+'-A'~+'lll~o;.<C(~+h~ ), 
O<n<M--I 
where C is a constant independent of both the time step T and the mesh size h. 
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PROOF. Using the backward difference at t = tn+l in (3.4), we obtain 
( -+,--  , (: ) 
o. ,A I  + (o-V¢"+l,A)ao + cur lA"+l ,cur lA  
r /no n 
= (jn+l,  .~.)n~ _ (o.Rn+l,/%')n~ ' (3.22) 
(°-+?- ) , v6  + (o .v¢ n+l, v$)n  ° = - (o.R n+l,  V@n , (3.23) 
~c c 
for all (A,¢)  •/-/o(eurl; f~) x Hl(f~c), where 
Rn+t 0A  An+l -- An n+l 
= --Or (in+l) r and llR ]lo;n= = O(r). (3.24) 
Let/k = Ah and q~ = Ch. Subtracting (3.22) from (3A9) and then (3.23) from (3.20), we have 
( (A~ +1 -- A. n+l)  -- (A~ - A n ) ,2~kh/ 4- (o'V (41~ +1 -- (~n+l),f ikh)n c 
o. 7 / nc 
f2 
c T / ~qc 
= (o.R n+l, VCh)a" , (3.26/ 
. . . .  IIh¢ n+l and for all (Ah, Ch) • V ° × Wh(f~c). Set O~ +1 A~ +1 PhA n+l and r/~ +1 ¢~+1 
then replacing Ah O~ +1 O~ and Ch , l+1 = -- = % in (3.25) and (3.26), we obtain 
O" (~n+l _ _  n+l _ _  (h  O~4-Vr/h ) ,O~+1 O~)a  +( lcur lO~+l ,cur l (O~+l_o~))  a 
= (O.(An+X-PhAn+I)-(An-PhAn) 0,~+1 0,~) 
7" f l c  (3.27) 
4- (O'A n+l - O-PhA n+l, 0~ +1 - O~)fl c 
4- (O'V ({b TM -- I Ih¢n+l ) ,  O~ +1 -- 0~)  fl,: "4- (O'R n+l,  O~ +1 - O~)l-lc , 
on+l_ o. h ~- O~ ,_, ~+i~ (o.V.,n+l Vv-+l~ 
, V?~h ] "at- \ 'th , h ] Sic 
/ f l¢ 
( (.~+~ _ p~An+l )  _ (An _ p~An)  _n+l~ 
-- a T ' v'/h ) nc 
4- (O'V (¢n+l __ i lhCn+l ) ,  V ,~+l )ae  4- (o.Rn+l, v .n+l~ 
' l h  ] f~c " 
(3.28) 
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Now, multiplying both sides of (3.28) by 7- and adding to (3.27) and then using (3.16), we have 
• -, n+l"~ 2 1 1 cur lO~ +1 -- o~ + O~+v~.  } +2 -a 0;a 
<_ T (cr (A"+I - PhA'~+I) - (Ar' - PhAn)  O'~+, - 02  
7- T 
+ Vn2 +1) 
+7" o.An+l _ O.PhAn+l ' - O~ + Vr/~+l 
T Ft¢ 
+T (O'V (¢n+l HhCn+l) 0~+1__ ''- 02 -l- ~nn+l] 
' T h /~c  
+~" aRn+l, O~ +1-  O~ +Vr/h ] . 
T /g~c 
= 1 , . . . ,4  represent each line on the right-hand side of inequality (3.29). Next, let Ii for i 
Estimating Ii by using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (3.12), (3.13), and (3.17), we have 
) 'oo I1 _< 8 T O2 + V~/~ +1 2 -- + Cv vG (A~+' - PhA'~+I)~ - (An - PhAn)  T 0;ftc T 
< gT- h ~- °2 + Vn~+l + Crh2,~ 
0;~c 1-  
, ) '  f'" _~ ~7- Oh -~- V?]~ +1 "Jr- Ch 2" A 2 -- ]] t]l . . . . .  1;f~ dt, 7" 0;~ d tn 
12 < S T VF ~ (O~ +1-  O:  ~_ ~7~_i_1) 2 ~- CT]I O'A n+l  o'Ph An+l  2^~ 
- - -  - I i o ; .o  
7" 0;ftc 
< gT- o2 + vn~+l + cr  IIA "+' PhA n+l - -  
T / IlO;~c 
7" / ]10;f~c /' 
h < -~7- ex + v<,+l  + c7- l i l y  (,~"+* n ,d '+b -- - Iio;,-,o 
- -  9 -  h / )10;~c 
_< ; -  -- +o~-h=o I1,~ I1,+o,~,o, 
7" / l lO ;~c  
<;(or- I' 
I 4  < 17- __ o~ + v<,+l  + c,-IIR"+'II~,~, ° 
- -  T h / IlO;~c 
< ~T - -  O2 -~- V~ n+l  -J- C7 -3, 
- -  7 -  h / IlO;~c 
where C represents generic onstants independent of time step 7- and the mesh size h. 
Now summing both sides of (3.29) over k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n and making use of the above estimates 
for Ii (1 < i < 4) lead to 
r E " ~- +Vr /h  } + --~acurl 
i=0 h 0;a (3.30) 
<C 1 cur io  ° +C(7-2+h2~.  
0;fl 
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Noting definition (3.18) and applying (3.11) and (3.17), we obtain 
1 O° . i.a 2 ~cur l  _<c (ll=.A°-A°ll ~ . . . .  ,;~+IIA°-P"A°II~ . . . .  ,;~o+ll curl ( A° -  P.A°)IIo . . . .  1;f~,) 
<_ Ch 2a, 
and thus from (3.30), we get 
2 
e~+l-  e~ + v,7~ +' ~,(L~(ao)) + licurle~+lll~.a < c( ,  = +h 2'~) 
T 
Finally, applying the triangle inequality and using (3.12), (3.13), and (3.17), we have 
(A~+ 1T-- A~ 
_< I (A~+I_~- A~ + V¢~+l) _ (A~+I_~ -A"  
A '~+1 - A n 0A 2 
T 09 t (tn+l) l~2(L2(f~)) 
'-T-- 12(L2(ftc)) PhAn+~ PhA~ < o~ + o~+vv~+ 1 + 
+ IIv (n, ,¢  "+1 - ,~,,+1~ ,,~ + c ,= "r" ) Ihe2 (L2( f l c ) )  
<_ "r £ Pht '+~ PhA` ti+l- - A' 2 
~=o T II0;a~ 
n 
+ ~E IIv (H.¢ '+1 ¢,+1) = h2o) - IIo;~o + c (~-2 + 
i=O 
---n+l'~ (0A 2 
+ VO h ) - --~-(tn+l) Jr- V¢ n+l) 11£2(L2(flc)) 
+ V¢"+1) It:~(L~(ao) ) 
An+l--'1"- A'~ 12 (L2 (~c)) 
._ i+I 2 h2~) <_TECh2~ A'+' -A '  2 +~FCh=O] l¢  II.+o,~o+c(-=+ 
1" i=0 c%curl;~t i=0 
/o < Ch 2~ A 2 h2~) II tll . . . . .  1;n dt + C (T 2 + 
<_ c (~_2 + h~), 
and 
Ilcurl (A~+I - An+l~ll 2 < IlcurlO~+lH~;a + [Icurl (PhAn+l -An+l  2)  ll0;ft <C(  T2-~ h2~X) "
] I I 0 ; f2  - -  
This concludes the proof of this theorem. | 
REMARK 3.2. In practice, we are usually concerned in magnetic field H. From equation (2.3), 
we have the formulation H~ +1 -- (1/#)curiAe, +1, and we conclude from Theorem 3.3 that 
max0<n<M-1  ]IH~ +1 - Hn+ll l0;f~ _< C(T -4- ha). 
3.3. Fully Discrete Decoupled A - ¢ Scheme 
To avoid increasing the number of freedoms and equations by solving (3.19),(3.20) directly, we 
present a decoupled A - ¢ scheme of (3.4) with gauge conditions (3.9),(3.10) as follows: let 
A 0 = 7rhA 0 and ¢o = Hh¢0. (3.31) 
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Then, for n = 0, 1,. . . ,  M - 1, we have two steps of solving a decoupled A - ¢ scheme. 
STEP 1. Find A~ +1 • V~ ° such that 
STEP 2. 
An+l - 
~r h T A~,-~kh)f~ +(lcur lA~+l,cur l -A.h)f~ 
= ( Jn+~,X . ) .~- -  (~V~,~. ) .o ,  VA~ ~ v ° 
z~+l W°(f~c) such that Find '~'h • 
(3.32) 
/ An+ 1 _ ) 
(aV¢~ +l,VCh)a ~=-~a h T A~,VCh , VCh • W2(f~c). (3.33) 
Obviously, we may obtain the existence and uniqueness of A~ +1 and ¢~+1h . In order to give 
the error estimate, we need to extend A with the regularity from the time interval [0, T] to the 
interval [-7-,T]. Let A -1 = 0 and then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (A=+1,¢ ~+1) and [An+l An+l~ be the solutions of problem (3.4) and the 
decoupled A - ¢ approximation (3.31)-(3.33) at time t = t~+l, respectively. Suppose that for 
some a > 1/2, A e n2(0, T; H"(curl; f~) N H0(eurl; f~)) and ¢ C H2(0, T; Hl+"(f~) N Hl(f~)).  
Then, we have 
(A~+? A~+ V¢~+,) _ /0A  t~+l) + vcn+l~ 2 
~'-~-( / Ile2(L2(12~)) 
-4- max Ilcurl(AX+~-An+~)ll2o;n <C0-+h ~"1 
0<n<M-1 -- 
(3.34) 
where C is a constant independent of both the time step r and the mesh size h. 
PROOF. In (3.22),(3.23), replace .~ = Ah and ¢ = Ch. Subtracting (3.22) from (3.32) and (3.23) 
from (3.33), respectively, we have 
(o-(A~+I-An+I)-(A~-An) ~kh ) _4_ ( l cur l (A~+l_An+l ) , cur l~kh)  
+ (aV (¢~ - ¢~+1), hh)n ~ = (an=+1, _~h)n¢ ' VAh e Vh °, (3.35) 
(cr (A~+I - An+I) - (A~ - An) VCh) q- (ffv (qb~+l -¢n+l) ' ' 
= (aR ~+1, VCh)n ~ , VCh e Wh(a~), (3.36/ 
= ~n-4-1 where R '~+1 is defined by (3.24). Set O~ +1 = A~ +1 - PhA n+x, ~+1 h -- IIh¢ '~+1, and 
~ = ¢~ - IIh¢ n+l. Taking -~h = r (O;  +1 -- Ot'~) and Ch = r2r/~+lh in (3.35),(3.36) and then 
using (3.161, we obtain 
I 1~(°~+' -  °")il°~o + ~ curl 0~+1' curl (0~+1 -- 0~) s2 
+~ (ovOL o~ +1 - o~)~o 
= (~a -+' ,  o °+~ - o~)~o + ~ (oA "+1 - ~P .A  "+~, O~ +~ - 0~)~o h 
(3.37) 
= (TO.~:~n+ITv?7;+I ~ +7(aAn+x_aPhAn+1, ~.V~ hn+l) ~c ' (3.38) 
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l~ n+l = ( A~+~ _ PhAn+ ~) - (A  n - PhA n) 
+ V (¢n+1 _ iihCn+l) + Rn+l. (3.39) 
Now adding (3.37) and (3.38) and then multiplying both sides by 2 to use 39`+ 2ab+ b 2 = (a + b) 2 
which holds for any real numbers a and b, we have 
II~ ~¢ ,~ ~ II~o~oo + ~, (~ cur,. o~+' curl ¢O~+' - O~ >)o 
= ~ (+-oR "+1, o~ +1 - o~ + +-v~V~) + ,~_ (,: ,~+1 _ o p~An+:,, OV1 _ O~ + ~V~F' )~o •
Now, making some rearrangements and using Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, we obtain 
n n+l [ l~(o~+'  oh ++-v,7,, ) " -~ - II0;~o + I I~  (o~ ÷~ -o~ + ~v,Th) II0;~. 
2 [r~R ~+1 0 "+1 ) + 2r ( zA  n+* _ .  ~,++~ ~,n+~ = - o~-h~ ,':'h - O~ + rV~+~)ao  
-< ~+R°+*  9`  ÷ I1~ (°~ +* - o~ + ~v'~.)ll0;~o + 4r9` I]v"-a (A "++1 - PhA"+l)ll~;no 
0;Q~ 
1 (O~+ 1 
+~11~ -o~ + +-v,TU1) II~;ao, 
Thus, dividing both sides by r and using a(a - b) >/a2 /2  - b2/2  for any real numbers a and b, 
we get 
h /I[0;no 
+  cur, o +l+:o I cu ,O, :+o 
2 G ^ n+l 2 ( An+l  <T "V~( l :~ ,n - t ' - l - -v~; )0 ;~ - -T v~R 0,,c -~-4TI[V/~ -ghAn÷l) l ]9`o;f l , :  . 
(3.40) 
Next, we estimate the right-hand side of (3.40) by using (3.12)-(3.14) and (3.17). 
l~n+l _ l~n 2 
0;~c 
(An+ I - PhA'~+ I) - (A  n - PhA n) _ ( A~ - puA n) - (A  n-1 - PhAn-1)  I 2 
_< 
T T I o;~+ 
n 2 
+ fly (~+' - n~¢ ~÷') - v (~ - n~ )IIo;~o + c~ 
- -- + Ch2'~ [ll+~;a+  CT2 
T 
< c (~-h 9`~ + ~-9`). 
Then 
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n 2 
O;~qc 
< c (~h 2~ + w 2) + C Jl¢ "+1 - ~ II,;~o 
2 C (~h 2~ + r 2) <_ C (rh 2" + r 2) + C'r 2 max II¢~ll~;ao <
O<__t<_T 
Consequently, using (a + b) 2 = a 2 + 2ab + b 2 < (1 + E)a 2 + (1/E + 1)b 2 for any real numbers a, b, 
and ~ > 0, and letting E = T, we have 
(3.41) 
- +C +1 (T 2÷vh 2") _< (1-I-T) ~ Ofl," VF]~)]o;n~ 
<( I+CT)  v f~(Rn-V~?~) i ; f l cq -C(h2~+,) .  
In addition, we have 
v~aR "+' 0;n¢2 < C (A"+I - PhA"+I)~ - (A" - PhAn) ui;nc 
+cllv(~-+~ n.o-+,) : 
Ch2O , A TM -- A" ~ 2,curl; n n+l 2 (3.42) < 
- -  +ch=° I1¢ II,+o;.o +c~ = T 
2a 2 Ch2a n+l  2 <_Ch omt~<_TIIAtll~,¢urm+ lie II,+o;~c+ c~ 
< c (h ~° + ~) ,  
I Iv~ (A "+1 - PhA"+U II 5 < Ch ~. (3.43) 
/ I lO ;~c  - -  
Thus, making use of (3.41)-(3.43) yields 
T ~n-F1 -- 0 2;f~ c 2 
- + v ,~ ) +"  ¢~ - v ' i+ ' )  o;.o 
_ r  x /~( I~-_V~/ , )  2 + ~cur lO~+l  2 _ 1 curlO~ I (3.44) 
0;f~ 0;fit "~ ;Ft 
2 
For the simplicity of the notation, we denote 
RO 0A A ° - A -1 
= -5 - ( t0 )  ~ , 
Ro = ( A° - ~hAO) _ (A-'  - ~.A-~) + v (¢o _ nh¢o)  + R o. 
T 
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Summing both sides of (3.44) over k = 0, 1 , . . . ,n  and applying the Gronwall's inequality, we 
have 
--}-T V/~ ( l~ n+l -  ~7] n+'~ 2 ~eur le~ +1 2 h ] 0;n~ + (3.45) 
0;~ 
Noting definition (3.31) and applying (3.11) and (3.17), we obtain 
~ curl 0 ° 2o. ~ 
<C( I IT rhA° -  0 2 2 0 2 _ A IIo,eurl,  + II A° -  P,,A°llo,curl, o + Ilcurl ( i ° -  P.A ) IIo,¢,,.;,-,o) 
<_ Ch 2'~, 
and using qh ° = 0, we have 
< ° 
/ II 0;~¢ ;~c 
and thus we conclude from (3.45) that 
2 
o~+l  - OR nL h ~2(L2(~'/¢)) d- h 0;fl -- ' - -  n+' Ileurl e n+' < c ( .  + h o) 
T 
Finally, applying the triangle inequality leads to the conclusion of this theorem. [ 
REMARK 3.3. From (2.3), we have the formulation H~ +1 -- (1/#)curlA~ +1, and we conclude 
by Theorem 3.4 that  maX0<n<M_ 1 I In~ +1 l-In+Ill2 < C(T + h2a).  
- x~ ]10 ;~ - 
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